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Abstract— The electrification of road transportation is a 

necessary step for coping with climate change. Charge-on-the-

move is considered to be a key enabling factor in moving towards 

electric vehicles. The development of individual charging devices 

for implementing in-motion charging has been rapid but their 

integration with the road infrastructure at national scale is still in 

need of more comprehensive consideration. This work aims to 

outline the performance requirements of a national power 

infrastructure suitable for implementing charge-on-the-move. 

From an estimation of electric vehicles’ power requirements in 

conjunction with Great Britain’s road traffic data the anticipated 

power demand is expected to be augmented by 16 GW. 

Furthermore, a simulation tool is proposed to investigate the 

application of dynamic charging and the effects of system design 

variables. Based on that, a possible charging layout is suggested. 

Such infrastructure involves 30 kW chargers, 1.5 m length apiece, 

installed every 2.1 m and 4.3 m on motorways and rural sections 

of road respectively. Finally, a strategic overview for Great Britain 

suggests that the installation of a nationwide charging 

infrastructure of this type could be economically viable. Indeed, 

the cost to develop the infrastructure to enable the electrification 

of 86% of car-miles in Great Britain is around £76 billion at 

present prices. 
 

Index Terms— charge-on-the-move, dynamic charging, electric 

vehicles, economics, infrastructure, power demand 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T has been generally accepted that decarbonisation of the 

transport sector is a necessary step towards alleviating 

climate change. The shift towards electric vehicles (EVs) has 

been identified as one of the most beneficial approaches for 

achieving this target since significant reduction of CO2 

emissions in comparison with conventional vehicles can be 

achieved. In addition, EVs offer zero tailpipe emissions, 

eliminating the release of noxious pollutants. Aspirations for 

better air quality coupled with low operational noise make EVs 

an attractive solution particularly for urban areas. 

Charge-on-the-move (CoM), also known as dynamic 

charging, is considered to be a key enabling factor in moving 

towards the widespread use of EVs for long distance travel. It 

is an idea whereby the road infrastructure will be capable of 

transferring energy to EVs whilst they are on move. The 

technology offers the opportunity for substantially reducing the 

installed battery capacity of EVs, thereby eliminating ‘range 
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anxiety’ and reducing the vehicle purchase price and mass, 

which are some of the major barriers to increasing use of EVs 

[1], [2]. 

This would be particularly advantageous for the 

electrification of long-haul freight transport. It would be 

impractical and too expensive to convert existing long-haul 

road freight vehicles to battery-powered electric vehicles, 

because of the high-power consumption, long distances 

travelled and the large amounts of energy required. The only 

way to overcome this barrier would be to provide electricity to 

the vehicles while they are in motion [3]. 

Previous work showed that a nationwide charging 

infrastructure of this type in Great Britain (GB) could be a key 

enabling factor in moving towards EVs and a significant driver 

for substantial CO2 emissions reductions in the near future [4], 

[5]. Additionally, a feasibility study conducted by the Transport 

Research Laboratory (TRL) for Highways England highlights 

that shifting towards EVs will critically depend on the wide 

availability of CoM at national scale [6]. 

The development of inductive power transfer (IPT) charging 

devices for implementing a CoM infrastructure has advanced 

significantly over the last few years. A typical IPT system 

comprises two major subsystems: the road charging unit and the 

vehicle charging unit. Energy is transferred wirelessly between 

the two parts of the system when they are in proximity to each 

other. High efficiencies, over 90%, can be obtained for static 

charging applications [7], [8], [9] and similar efficiencies are 

expected to be achieved for dynamic charging as well [10], [11]. 

However, the integration of IPT road charging units with the 

road infrastructure on a national scale needs more 

comprehensive consideration. The report ‘preparing the 

strategic road network for increased use by electric vehicles’ is 

a first of its kind comprehensive analysis for introducing CoM 

on the roads of GB [6]. The study covers topics of stakeholder 

engagement; functional requirements (such as review of IPT 

systems and identification of other services provided using IPT 

technology); performance requirements (such as installation of 

CoM equipment on vehicles and construction methods of 

installing CoM); and process requirements of a CoM 

infrastructure (such as power demand requirements of vehicles 

and charging layouts). The report also makes recommendations 

on future trials and identifies potential economic, social, and 
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environmental impacts (costs and benefits) of the technology. 

Additional system level studies include a cost effectiveness 

analysis of electric transit buses in Minneapolis, Minnesota [12] 

and a feasibility analysis on a dynamic charging system for 

electric buses in California [13]. 

It was generally shown that the exact requirements, costs and 

benefits of a CoM infrastructure will depend on the specific 

application of dynamic charging and the final specifications of 

the IPT technology, which is advancing drastically. Additional 

significant factors include market acceptance, EVs uptake, 

future policies, possible funding schemes, business models, etc.  

This paper provides an overall understanding of the 

challenges of the CoM technology at the level of the system. It 

should be considered as a preliminary study towards the 

implementation of CoM at national scale. It is based on current 

traffic data and current/ expected technical specifications of IPT 

systems to outline the requirements of a national power 

infrastructure for deployment of CoM. More detailed studies 

focusing on different regions of the country, local traffic and 

driving patterns, environmental and social factors and different 

economic cost models should be conducted in the future.  

In particular, from an estimation of EVs’ power requirements 

in conjunction with GB road traffic data, a baseline for the 

anticipated power demand was established. Furthermore, a 

simulation tool was used to investigate the application of 

dynamic charging and the effects of system design variables on 

important performance parameters of travelling EVs. Then, a 

possible charging layout is proposed to minimise the range of 

real-time power demand per mile of road. In the end, a GB 

strategic overview suggested that the installation of a 

nationwide charging infrastructure based on the IPT technology 

for electrified (i) cars, (ii) road freight and (iii) both cars and 

road freight transportation could be economically viable. 

The work is focused on the case of GB which has been legally 

obliged to reduce substantially its CO2 emissions by 2050; and 

therefore, has been keen to adopt innovative strategies for 

achieving this target. Nevertheless, the methodology presented 

in the paper could be considered as a framework to assess the 

prospects of CoM in other countries as well. Alternative 

national traffic statistics, road length data, drive cycle profiles, 

etc. could be processed by the simulation tools and methods 

developed. 

II. SYSTEM CHARACTERISATION 

Initially, the study aims to outline the system performance 

requirements of a CoM national power infrastructure. Tools and 

procedures are proposed to calculate the power requirements of 

EVs and set the baseline of the anticipated power demand on 

the roads of GB. 

The ‘Advanced Vehicle Simulator’ (Advisor) was used to 

estimate the power requirements of EVs. Advisor is an open 

source software tool that was developed at the National 

Renewable Energy Laboratory for the US Department of 

Energy [14]. Its accuracy has been validated by several authors 

and international laboratories [15], [16]. The user models the 

vehicle of interest and investigates the characteristics of the 

journey over specific drive cycles, such as the required power 

from the electric motor, the state of charge (SOC) of the on-

board battery, etc. 

A medium-sized car was firstly modelled and its main 

vehicle components include a 75 kW electric motor, a 30 kWh 

on-board battery and 1,500 kg overall mass. Although various 

size passenger cars are available, including small and large 

SUVs, this study assumes that all cars have a medium size. 

The simulation was performed over a variety of drive cycles 

including standard and real drive cycles. An electronic logging 

device, developed in Cambridge University Engineering 

Department for the Centre for Sustainable Road Freight, was 

used to define real drive cycles whilst driving around in private 

cars. It is based on a mobile phone which is connected to the 

vehicle using one of the vehicle’s standardised ports to collect 

real time operational data about speed, latitude, longitude and 

time. The elevation profile was determined for each drive cycle 

and included in the analysis as well. The aim was to record drive 

cycles in different regions and times of the day to identify any 

potential discrepancies on power requirement and energy 

consumption. The outputs of the simulation showed that the 

average power requirements are 20.3 kW, 11.2 kW and 4.3 kW 

for travelling on motorways, rural sections and urban sections 

of road respectively. Any differences on power requirements 

across the regions of GB are insignificant and therefore, were 

not considered further in this study. 

TABLE 1 

EVs POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS DRIVE CYCLES 

Name/Region Max 

speed 
(mph) 

Aver. 
speed 
(mph) 

Max 

grade 
(%) 

Aver. 

Power 
(kW) 

Energy 

(kWh/
mile) 

 Motorway 

Artemis Motor. [17] 81.9 60.2 0 19.8 0.33 

M11 pm hours, UK 77.2 64.0 18 19.4 0.30 
M11 am hours, UK 76.5 69.2 18 21.6 0.31 

Average 20.3 0.3 

 Rural 

Artemis Rural [17] 69.3 35.7 0 9.4 0.26 

Rural A1 pm, UK 71.1 44.6 6 12.9 0.29 
Average 11.2 0.28 

 Urban 

Artemis Urban [17] 35.9 11.0 0 4.1 0.37 

Cambridge A, UK 31.6 10.9 4 3.7 0.34 
Cambridge B, UK 30.2 12.8 5 4.4 0.34 
Cambridge C, UK 34.8 16.1 4 4.8 0.30 

Average 4.3 0.3 

Relative short journeys are undertaken in urban roads and 

therefore, CoM would not be necessary on urban roads. 

According to national statistics, the average length of a journey 

in urban roads is less than 7 miles [18]. This corresponds to 

2.1 kWh assuming the average energy consumption of 

0.3 kWh/mile as shown in TABLE 1. The on-board battery 

capacity would be sufficient to satisfy the needs of EVs on 

urban roadways. Besides, charging of EVs in urban 

environments might be facilitated by a well-developed home 

and/or public infrastructure without the need of a CoM 

infrastructure. Even if drivers have some stretch of urban 

roadway to reach a motorway or a rural section of road, the 

CoM infrastructure over there would allow a constant or 
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increasing state of charge. 

The figures derived were combined with GB traffic data in 

order to estimate the power demands from the power 

infrastructure. Average daily traffic flow statistics for cars 

travelling on various roads were obtained from the Department 

for Transport (DfT) in GB [19]. The base data give the number 

of vehicles per day that will drive on a specific stretch of road 

on an average day of the year. The number of vehicles per day 

is divided by 24 to obtain vehicles per hour. Then, the computed 

figure is divided by the speed limit of each section of road 

(which is assumed to be the same as the average speed) to 

calculate the average number of vehicles per mile of road. A 

speed limit of 70 mph and 60 mph applies for cars travelling on 

motorways and rural sections of road respectively [20]. A 

conservative safety margin of 30% was included in the 

calculations. The results for each region of GB are stated in 

TABLE 2 and classified into trunk (TR) and principal (PR) 

sections1. 

TABLE 2 
AVERAGE NUMBER OF PASSENGER CARS PER MILE OF ROAD FOR 

BOTH DIRECTIONS IN GB BY REGION IN 2014 

  Motorway Rural ‘A’ 

  TR PR TR PR 

England North East 33 49 19 7 
 North West 46 29 13 6 

 Yorkshire & the Humber 36 37 20 7 

 East Midlands 53 0 23 7 
 West Midlands 46 54 17 6 

 East of England 53 0 24 9 

 London 59 0 0 19 
 South East 56 48 29 9 

 South West 44 0 16 6 

Wales  40 0 8 4 

Scotland  25 0 6 2 

 

The average number of vehicles per mile of road across a day 

was shaped with daily traffic distribution data obtained from 

DfT [19]. The daily profiles derived were combined with the 

power requirements of EVs to calculate the power demand per 

mile of road across GB throughout a typical day. The analysis 

takes into account current traffic statistics and 100% uptake of 

EVs for sizing the infrastructure for a potential CoM system. 

It is true that some EVs might not support CoM and charging 

will be performed while stopped from static chargers along the 

road infrastructure (e.g. at motorway services). However, we 

can still calculate the additional power demand based on the 

number of vehicles per mile of road. The required energy to be 

supplied to the EVs on the roads of GB, given by TABLE 2, i) 

from a CoM infrastructure or ii) from static charging points 

along the road infrastructure must be the same. The power 

demand is calculated in hourly steps. Hence, the average power 

within a 1 h time slot is the same for both situations, regardless 

the proportion of EVs that charge statically or on the move. 

Although the actual power demand varies within the 1 h time 

slot, the study does not consider higher time resolution. This 

means that a CoM infrastructure will distribute the natural 

 
1 A trunk road in GB is a major road between places of traffic importance. 

The entire trunk road network (Primary Route Network) has the aim to 

provide easily identifiable routes to access the whole of the country [47]. 

increase of power demand (due to the penetration of EVs) along 

the road infrastructure of the country but will not add an extra 

significant load. 

As an illustration, the average density of cars per mile of 

motorway in London is depicted with the dashed line in Fig. 1. 

During the peak hours of commuting there are around 110 

passenger cars per mile of road and the peak power required to 

propel this number of EVs is approximately 2.2 MW per mile. 

In a similar way, the number of EVs and power required on 

trunk rural sections of ‘A’ roads in South East during peak 

hours are 54 cars and 0.6 MW respectively. Indeed, trunk 

sections of motorways of London and rural ‘A’ sections of 

South East have the highest density of EVs per mile of road. 

The selection of alternative regions leads to lower power 

demand per mile for both road types. 

 
Fig. 1. Power required and density of EVs on motorways of London by hour 

The analysis was conducted for all areas of GB. The figures 

were combined with road length data [21] and the overall power 

demand for a CoM infrastructure for EVs was estimated. The 

results are summarised in TABLE 3. A similar analysis was 

followed by the same authors for estimating the power demands 

from a possible electrified road freight transport network in GB 

[3]. The results of that study are presented in TABLE 4. 

TABLE 3 

PEAK POWER DEMAND IN GW OF ELECTRIFIED PASSENGER CAR 
TRANSPORTATION 

 Motorway Rural ‘A’ Total 
England 3.7 2.8 6.5 

Wales 0.1 0.3 0.4 

Scotland 0.3 0.4 0.7 

Total 4.1 3.5 7.6 

TABLE 4 

PEAK POWER DEMAND IN GW OF ELECTRIFIED ROAD FREIGHT 

TRANSPORTATION 

 Motorway Rural ‘A’ Total 
England 4.8 2.8 7.6 

Wales 0.1 0.2 0.3 

Scotland 0.4 0.4 0.8 
Total 5.3 3.4 8.7 

The remaining sections of major roads in GB (A-Roads) are classified as 
Principal roads 
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A potential CoM infrastructure of electrified passenger car 

and road freight transportation would add an additional peak 

power load of 7.6 GW and 8.7 GW respectively. The new peak 

power demand of 16.3 GW represents an additional load of 

31% based on the 2016/2017 winter peak demand (53 GW) [22] 

and goes significantly beyond the capacity margin of the 

electricity system (around 5 GW) in GB [23]. 

However, various authorities have already embarked on 

plans to upgrade the electricity supply network mainly due to 

the shift to EVs and electric heating. The anticipated installed 

generating capacity in GB is estimated to be around 130 GW by 

2050 [24] thus allowing a considerable capacity margin for 

CoM. Furthermore, the Electricity Networks Strategy Group 

has defined pathways to reinforce the transmission network of 

GB [25] and finally, various distribution companies have 

already embarked on upgrade projects to deal with the increased 

future demand [26], [27].The figures outline the power demand 

requirements of a CoM infrastructure in GB. A more detailed 

analysis focusing on different regions of the country including 

local traffic conditions and driving patterns it is worth 

exploring. However, it is expected that the results would lie in 

the same order of magnitude without altering substantially the 

outcome of this study. 

Another factor influencing the power demand of a CoM 

infrastructure is the power transfer efficiency of the chosen IPT 

charging devices. Again, this does not change the main outcome 

of the study. Assuming a 90% efficiency for dynamic charging 

the additional power demand increases from 16.3 GW to 

18.1 GW. The new additional peak power demand corresponds 

to 34% based on the 2016/2017 peak power demand in GB. The 

minor increase from the initial calculated figure of 31% shows 

that the final efficiency of the system is a second order effect.  

It is also worth mentioning that some drivers might choose to 

charge at home or at work if they have adequate on-board 

capacity. However, this study assumes that all vehicles charge 

on the go without considering the initial value of the state of 

charge of the battery (SOC). This is not an unrealistic scenario 

as the CoM infrastructure delivers the energy needed to the 

vehicle for balancing out the energy consumed in real-time. 

This means that a steady-state SOC is possible throughout the 

entire journey regardless the initial SOC.  

III. CHARGING SIMULATION TOOL 

A simulation tool has been developed on top of Advisor to 

investigate the application of dynamic charging and the effects 

of system design variables on important performance 

parameters, such as the mileage range and SOC. The tool was 

also used for exploring the prospects of road freight 

electrification in [3]. 

The charging simulation tool produces a variety of outputs. 

Among others the user has access to i) the battery capacity of 

the vehicle under investigation, (ii) the final SOC without any 

charging facilities, (iii) the final SOC with CoM infrastructure, 

(iv) the total energy requested (used by the electric motor) in 

the simulation run, (v) the energy received from the CoM 

system, (vi) the energy consumed during the whole journey, 

(vii) the average speed of the vehicle, (viii) the average 

consumption of the vehicle, and finally (ix) the ‘Mean Effective 

Charging Rate’ (MECR), denoted Ψ, which is the average 

energy delivered by the charging system per mile along the 

road. 

Fig. 2 shows the motorway SOC of the modelled ‘compact 

car’ for various MECRs based on the ‘Artemis Motorway’ drive 

cycle which is repeated five times. It can be noticed that the car 

would have a fully depleted battery on battery power alone 

solution after 85 miles on motorways. The actual mileage range 

of EVs will depend on the capacity of the on-board battery. Yet, 

with a dynamic charging system capable of delivering Ψ equals 

0.36 kWh/mile they could run indefinitely with an even 

increasing SOC. Although charging is continuous, it can be 

noticed that the SOC varies throughout the journey. This is due 

to the fact that the ‘compact car’ does not have a constant speed 

over the modelled drive cycle. The energy received from the 

CoM infrastructure is not sufficient to balance out the energy 

consumed when the car travels relatively fast (faster than the 

average speed) thus decreasing SOC. In contrast, an increasing 

SOC is possible when the speed is relatively slow. Overall, a 

steady an even an increasing SOC is achieved over the entire 

cycle. 

A similar analysis was conducted for the rural sections of 

roads. The required MECR for this type of journeys is 

0.29 kWh/mile. 

 
Fig. 2. Motorway SOC of ‘compact car’ for various levels of MECRs 

IV. CHARGING LAYOUT 

Multiple combinations between (i) charging segment length, 

𝑙, (ii) nominal power rating, 𝑃, and (iii) number of charging 

segments, 𝑛, might be decided to meet the needed MECR, as 

shown in Fig. 3. The energy received, 𝐸𝑟 , from a single 

charging segment is proportional to the power transfer rate of 

the charger, 𝑃, and the charging time, 𝑡𝑐. The charging time, 𝑡𝑐, 
is equivalent to the ratio of the charging segment length, 𝑙, and 

the average speed of the vehicle, 𝑢, as shown in the following 

expression, 𝐸𝑟 = 𝑃. 𝑡𝑐 = 𝑃. 𝑙 𝑢⁄ . 

The total energy received from 𝑛 charging segments per mile 

of road must meet the needed MECR. Hence, for a given 

charging segment length and power rating, the number of 

required charging segments is calculated using the following 

expression, 

𝑀𝐸𝐶𝑅 = 𝑛. 𝐸𝑟 = 𝑛. 𝑃. 𝑙 𝑢⁄ → 𝑛 =
𝑀𝐸𝐶𝑅. 𝑢

𝑃. 𝑙
=
34870

𝑃. 𝑙
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where MECR equals 0.36 kWh and average speed 60.2 mph. It 

should be noted that a conversion coefficient between miles and 

metres equal to 1609 is applied. 

It is worth mentioning that each charging segment might 

consist of multiple individual charging devices. Their number 

within one charging segment will depend on i) the length of the 

charging segment and ii) the length of individual devices. This 

technique, also used by TRL [6], allows the deployment of long 

charging segments that would have not been possible to deploy 

with the utilisation of a single individual device; since the 

length of current IPT systems is usually around 0.75 m [6], [9]. 

 
Fig. 3. CoM infrastructure design variables - length (m), power (kW), number 

of charging segments (n) 

The required MECR of 0.36 kWh/mile translates into 

21.7 kW mean power transfer2. However, the power drawn 

from the grid as function of time is a rectangular wave. This is 

because power is drawn periodically while EVs travel over the 

charging segments. For more than one EV, the power demand 

over time fluctuates around the mean power demand in a 

random way depending on the number of active charging 

segments at each time. 

All feasible combinations between charging segment length, 

power transfer and number of segments were investigated to 

explore the range of power demand. The length of segments 

was assumed to vary from 0.75 m to 30 m. The lower value was 

chosen based on the average length of individual IPT units, 

whereas the upper value based on the 30 m minimum length 

occupied by a vehicle on motorways under normal conditions 

[10]. This assures that a charging segment is coupled with only 

one vehicle under normal flow conditions. Power transfer rates 

were assumed to range between 30 kW and 100 kW. The 

former value was selected by rounding up the mean power 

demand of 21.7 kW, whereas the latter value is an expected 

power transfer rate to be offered by individual IPT devices in 

the near future. It was assumed that the installation interval is 

the same between any two charging segments. 

Three flow conditions are considered in this study which are 

the ‘free’, ‘high density’ and ‘near capacity’ scenarios [28]. 

Each scenario assumes 12, 46 and 67 EVs per mile of road (67 

is the maximum density of vehicles per mile of motorway 

before a breakdown situation). Assuming an average vehicle 

length of 5 m, the gap between vehicles is 130 m, 30 m and 

20 m for each case [10]. The range of power for all possible 

charging layouts is calculated and the average fluctuation 

around the mean power demand is computed for each examined 

scenario. The results showed that some charging layouts lead 

up to ± 170% variance per mile whereas the smallest average 

 
2 The average speed of the vehicle following the ‘Artemis motorway’ 

drive cycle, used for the simulation is 60.2 mph. The power required is 

fluctuation was found to be ± 11% around the mean power 

demand. 

A charging layout was identified as the most suitable solution 

among the explored options. Such a CoM layout is shown 

conceptually in Fig. 4 and involves: 

i. 1.5 m charging segments (two IPT units) 

ii. 30 kW power transfer 

iii. 775 charging segments per mile of motorway 

(installed every 2.1 m – 1,609 m divided by 775 

segments. This ensures that the minimum number of 

charging segments are installed to guarantee the 

needed MECR.) 

iv. 371 charging segments per mile of rural section of 

road (installed every 4.3 m)3 

 
Fig. 4. Chosen CoM infrastructure for motorways 

The criteria for choosing this particular charging layout are 

the following. Firstly, the range of power demand for this 

charging layout is low at ± 14% per mile of motorway; a figure 

close to the optimal margin of ± 11% between all investigated 

options. Secondly, the length of each charging segment is 

shorter than 5 m which is the average length of a vehicle [10]. 

This is particular advantageous in motorway queues with stop-

start driving because no charging device would transmit energy 

to multiple EVs at the same time. This eliminates any technical 

and practical considerations such as dealing with multiple 

driver accounts simultaneously. 

Although the charging layout is a combination of two 

individual IPT units, the receiver system on the vehicle’s side 

consists only by one IPT unit, as shown in Fig. 5. This increases 

the charging time from each segment but not the power transfer 

rate between the charging infrastructure and the vehicle. 

The same charging layout could be exploited for road freight 

transport as well. It was shown in [3] that 4.1 kWh/mile MECR 

has to be delivered dynamically to long-haul road freight 

vehicles on motorways, which is about eleven times higher than 

then the mean power needed for passenger cars. Nevertheless, 

it would be possible to have multiple pick-up devices 

underneath each truck. Each receiving device could receive 

power from a single 30 kW charging segment for reaching the 

required power transfer levels. This concept is shown in Fig. 5 

where eleven receiving pads, 30 kW apiece, are used to meet 

the needed MECR for long-haul operations. 

It is worth mentioning that the proposed CoM infrastructure 

should be perceived only as a recommendation rather than a 

fixed statement. The aim is to suggest a CoM infrastructure as 

a reference solution for identifying any technical and economic 

limitations. The study was based on current data and robust 

calculated as P=0.36 kWh/mile (Ψ) X 60.2 mph (average speed) = 21.7 kW 
3 Based on the 35.8 mph average speed of ‘Artemis Rural’ drive cycle 

and the needed MECR of 0.29 kWh/mile 
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assumptions. The process should be adjusted to include up-to 

date information as this becomes available; including 

development of technology, business models, local traffic 

conditions, etc. 

 
Fig. 5. CoM infrastructure for motorways for electrified car and freight 

transportation 

V. GB STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 

In this section, a GB Strategic Overview is presented. The 

analysis starts with the development of solution schemes for 

implementing a potential CoM infrastructure. Conceptual AC 

and DC power distribution configurations were developed for 

establishing the required connections between the charging 

transmitting devices and the electricity supply network (Fig. 6). 

1.5 m long charging segments at 30 kW installed every 2.1 m 

and 4.3 m on motorways and rural sections of road respectively 

were considered according to the analysis presented in the 

previous section. Furthermore, new feeder stations and 

substations are introduced to provide flexibility and circuit 

protection. The size of stations is influenced by operational 

conditions and based on the calculated peak power demand per 

mile. In particular, 3 MW sub-stations were assumed to meet 

the peak power demand of 2.2 MW per mile of motorway, as 

shown in Fig. 1. It should be noted that this demand refers only 

to passenger cars. A CoM infrastructure suitable for passenger 

cars and freight vehicles is explored in later sections.  

 
Fig. 6. Conceptual power distribution configuration for CoM (not to scale) 

Subsequently, an economic model was developed to examine 

the financial viability of the proposed scheme. The aim was to 

examine whether the deployment of a CoM infrastructure at 

national scale could be financially reasonable rather than 

 
4 This type of wire is usually adopted for IPT systems that operate 

between 20-150 kHz to minimise skin effect losses [48]. 

developing an accurate business model.  

The key cost drivers of the model include the price of 

charging devices and cables and for the cost of cable trenching. 

Moreover, the cost of feeder stations and sub-stations was 

considered in the study, including expenditure for necessary 

equipment such as circuit breakers, transformers, connection 

switchgear and protection/metering. In addition, fees for system 

design and civil engineering were considered. The study does 

not provide any insight on topics such as operational costs, 

environmental benefits (such as reductions in emissions of 

CO2), tax revenues, government funding, etc. 

The technology involved with CoM is still in the early stages 

and market data are not available. Some real projects have been 

built and demonstrated around the world, such as the Milton 

Keynes Electric Bus project [29]; the OLEV system in Gumi 

City, South Korea [30]; the dynamic charging testing of 

Primove Bombardier in Mannhein [31]; and the testing projects 

of the European project Fabric in France, Italy and Sweden [32]. 

However, cost data have not yet been disclosed. Even if data 

were available, they might not be representative as the costs 

involved with a demonstration project do not always reflect the 

actual costs of a real system at national scale. Nevertheless, we 

have made some assumptions based on available data and 

personal judgments to assess the financial viability of such a 

large infrastructure project. The assumptions of the cost model 

are summarised in TABLE 5. 

The price of the charging segments, 1.5 m long at 30 kW was 

calculated at £3.6 k. This was based on the approach followed 

by the authors of [33] who estimated the cost of a charging 

device from the design point of view. In particular, the total 

copper mass required for an individual 30 kW IPT system - 

about 15 kg [34] - was combined with the cost of Litz wire4 of 

£30 per kg [33], [35]. An additional cost of £45 per kW was 

added for the cost of the power electronics [33], [36]. The 

overall cost of a 30 kW individual IPT system was calculated at 

£1.8 k which corresponds to £60 per kW. 

It is should be noted that this approach does not include any 

costs related with the receiving system on the vehicle side and 

the overall development costs of the system. Some IPT systems 

have been commercially available including the 30 kW INTIS 

system [37], the 7.2 kW Plugless system [38] and the 3.2 kW 

BMW system [39]. Cost figures for these systems range from 

£50-400 per kW, including costs for equipment, installation 

costs and vehicle upgrade. The actual cost of IPT charging 

devices cannot get estimated precisely. Mainly because the 

market is largely immature and prices would change greatly 

with volume [37]. Besides, the cost would depend on the final 

specifications of the CoM infrastructure. These can be high in 

case the CoM infrastructure is compatible with different EV’s 

dynamic charging systems or can be relative low when a shared 

standard is achieved between EV manufactures. 

Prices for the remaining equipment, (cables, feeder stations, 

sub-stations, connections, civil engineering fees and additional 

fees) have been mainly obtained from reports on the 
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electrification of Britain’s railway network [40], [41]. 

Additional sources of cost data were reports from distribution 

network operators in GB like [42], [43] and the engineering 

teams of the Milton Keynes Electric Bus project [29]. Again, 

the actual figures will depend on the local power requirements 

and on-site available capacity. 

TABLE 5 

COST DRIVERS 

Cost Variable Price 

(£k) 

Comments 

   Charging Devices 
Charging segments 3.6 2 IPT unit, 0.75 cm long and 30 kW  

   Cables 

Cables 132 kV 200 Per mile rated at around 100 MW 
Cables 11 kV 50 

Per mile rated at around 3 MW Cables 3.3 kV 27 

Cables 1 kV-DC 8 

   Feeder Stations 

Circuit breaker 0.8 

Per MW Switchgear/metering 0.8 

Transformer 132 kV/11 kV 6.6 

   Sub-stations 

11 kV circuit breaker 0.1 

Per MW 
Rectifier 11 kV/1 kV-DC 6 
Transformer 11kV/3.3kV 4 

Booster 11kV/11kV 1 

   Connections 

11 kV 0.5 
2 joints for each charging segment 3.3 kV  0.3 

1 kV-DC 0.1 

   Civil Engineering 
Cable Trenching 100 Per mile 

Construction works 20% On equipment cost 

   Additional Fees 

DNO design fees 3% On equipment cost 

A. CoM for electrified Cars transportation 

The model produces the cost per mile relative to the class of 

road and distribution approach. Three distribution approaches 

were considered which are (i) 1 kV-DC (ii) 3.3 kV-AC and (iii) 

11 kV-AC. The expenditure figures include installation of IPT 

on one lane of road. It is also assumed that sub-stations are 

spaced every mile as shown in Fig. 6. TABLE 6 summarises the 

results of the cost per mile for a CoM infrastructure suitable for 

EVs based on the 11 kV-AC power distribution configuration. 

TABLE 6 

COST PER MILE OF ROAD IN £m BASED ON THE 11 kV-AC 

CONFIGURATION OF ELECTRIFIED CARS TRANSPORTATION 

  Motorway Rural ‘A’ Minor 

Rural   Tr Pr Tr Pr 

England North East 4.53 4.55 2.38 2.38 2.38 
 North West 4.55 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 

 York.-Humber 4.53 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 

 East Midlands 4.55 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 
 West Midlands 4.55 4.55 2.38 2.38 2.38 

 East of England 4.55 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 

 London 4.55 4.53 2.37 2.38 2.38 
 South East 4.55 4.55 2.38 2.38 2.38 

 South West 4.55 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 

Wales  4.55 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 
Scotland  4.53 4.53 2.38 2.38 2.38 

It is noticeable that the cost per mile is similar between 

regions. This is because the same charging layout was 

considered for all regions, which is 1.5 m length charging 

segments every 2.1 m on motorways and 4.3 m on rural sections 

of road. Any minor differences in TABLE 6 are due to different 

power requirements between regions. Hence, the price of 

charging segments was identified as the most significant cost 

driver; which accounts up to 68% of the total expenditure to 

deploy a CoM infrastructure. 

The average costs per mile of motorway and rural section of 

road are shown in TABLE 7 for the three power distribution 

configurations examined in this study. 

TABLE 7 

COST PER MILE OF ROAD IN £m FOR ELECTRIFIED CARS 

TRANSPORTATION 

Power Distribution Configuration Motorway Rural 

1 kV-DC 4.1 2.1 
3.3 kV-AC 4.3 2.3 

11 kV-AC 4.6 2.4 

The outcomes of the cost model were then combined with 

road length data [21] and traffic statistics [19] of GB. The 

results of the analysis are depicted in Fig. 7. The figure shows 

the total expenditure to install IPT devices relative to the 

percentage of electrified car-miles covered in GB excluding 

miles driven on urban roads. 

 
 60% 70% 86% 100% 

1 kV-DC 18 33 73 248 

3.3 kV-AC 19 35 76 261 

11 kV-AC 20 37 80 275 

Average 19 35 76 261 

Fig. 7. Total expenditure (£ billion) to install IPT devices relative to the 

percentage of electrified car-miles covered in GB 

A CoM infrastructure for electrifying 60% of car-miles in GB 

(excluding miles travelled on urban roads) would cost around 

£19 billion (the average cost of the three distribution 

configurations). Such a charging infrastructure involves 

installation of IPT devices on the motorways of the country 

which account less than 2% of the total road length of the 

country [21]. The expenditure to cover 70% of car-miles is 

£35 billion and IPT devices should be introduced to motorways 

and trunk rural sections of ‘A’ roads (5% of the total road 

length). A CoM infrastructure on motorways and both on trunk 

and principal rural sections of ‘A’ roads would electrify up to 

86% of car-miles reaching the cost of £76 billion (12% of the 

total road length). Finally, including IPT devices additionally 

on rural sections of minor roads, would cover essentially 100% 

of car-miles with a national cost without exceeding the level of 

£261 billion in average (65% of the total road length). 
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It is highlighted in Fig. 7 that the results have similar trends 

for all power distribution concepts considered in the study; and 

therefore, the type of power distribution is not a critical factor 

to be addressed at this stage. Indeed, the cost required to 

electrify the greater part of all car-miles in the country is only a 

minor fraction of the total cost required to electrify the whole 

nation for all the power distribution configurations examined. 

In particular, the cost for 86% electrification is similar to the 

cost of other national large infrastructure projects such as the 

High Speed 2 (HS2) scheme in GB [44]. 

The impact of a widespread adoption of the CoM technology 

would be to reduce the total GB passenger vehicle emissions 

from approximately 62 MtCO2 per year at today’s emission 

rates to 35 MtCO2 per year5. Making allowances for the 

estimated rate of population increase and changes in travel 

demand patterns, this would result in GB savings of around 

45 MtCO2 per year at 20506 and an estimated aggregate saving 

of 1,230 MtCO2 over the intervening period7. Placing these 

figures in context, it should be noted that the HS2 scheme is 

expected to result around 3 MtCO2e savings during the first 60 

years of operation [45]. 

In the long term, CoM will be applicable to most countries of 

the world and, as a result, these figures could be scaled-up to a 

global level that would lie in the order of 62,000 MtCO2 per 

year by 20508. In reality, the real savings are likely to be less 

than these figures, because the adoption of new low-energy 

transport systems at scale is unlikely to progress either 

uniformly or quickly. Nevertheless, simply because road-

vehicle related emissions are such a large fraction of the 

emissions footprint of most countries, the potential for global 

impact is unquestionably enormous. 

B. CoM for electrified Freight transportation 

The financial viability of a CoM infrastructure for road 

freight is now considered. TABLE 8 presents the cost per mile 

of road of an electrified road freight system. The results are 

identical with the cost per mile of road of an electrified cars 

transportation system (TABLE 7). This is mainly because the 

same charging layout (number of charging segments) was 

considered for both systems, which is the most significant cost 

driver. Additionally, the two systems involve similar power 

requirements as shown in TABLE 3 and TABLE 4. 

TABLE 8 

COST PER MILE OF ROAD IN £m FOR ELECTRIFIED ROAD FREIGHT 

TRANSPORTATION 

Power Distribution Configuration Motorway Rural 

1 kV-DC 4.1 2.1 

3.3 kV-AC 4.3 2.3 

11 kV-AC 4.6 2.4 

C. CoM for electrified Cars and Road Freight transportation 

Next, the costs per mile of a CoM infrastructure suitable for 

 
5 Assuming 30 million cars; 8,200 miles average annual mileage range; 

157 gCO2/km for a conventional car [49] and 90 gCO2/km for an EV 

(0.36 kWh/mile X 400 gCO2/kWh [50]). 
6 Assuming 35 million cars; 9,400 miles average mileage range per year; 

95gCO2/km for a conventional car [4]; 11 gCO2/km for an EV 

(0.36 kWh/mile X 50 gCO2/kWh [50]) 

both cars and long-haul road freight vehicles are calculated. The 

results, which are summarised in TABLE 9, have not changed 

significantly in comparison with the costs involved for EVs or 

road freight systems separately. A CoM infrastructure using 

IPT charging coils designed for (i) EVs, (ii) road freight 

vehicles or (iii) both type of vehicles would require similar 

financial resources; since the number of installed IPT charging 

segments would be the same for all options.  

It is also worth mentioning that CoM for an electrified road 

freight transport system could be implemented using overhead 

catenary systems [46]. This approach would require different 

charging devices to be installed for cars and road freight 

vehicles separately. 

TABLE 9 
COST PER MILE OF ROAD IN £m FOR ELECTRIFIED CARS AND 

ROAD FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION 

Power Distribution Configuration Motorway Rural 

1 kV-DC 4.1 2.2 

3.3 kV-AC 4.3 2.3 
11 kV-AC 4.6 2.4 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The average power requirements of EVs have been combined 

with the number of vehicles on various roads, in order to 

estimate the total power demand needed from the power 

infrastructure, indicating a need for an additional 16 GW, of 

which 7.6 GW is due to passenger cars. The remaining load is 

due to road freight vehicles. Furthermore, a charging simulation 

tool was proposed to investigate the application of dynamic 

charging. It was shown that a charging infrastructure capable of 

transferring 0.36 kWh/mile and 0.29 kWh/mile would preserve 

100% SOC of the on-board battery for electric passenger cars 

travelling on motorways and rural sections of ‘A’ roads. A 

possible CoM layout should include (i) charging segment 

length at 1.5 m, (ii) power rating at 30 kW and (iii) distance 

between consecutive chargers at 2.1 m and 4.3 m for 

motorways and rural sections of road respectively. This 

charging layout was suggested as it offers minimum power 

demand range per mile of road. Long-haul vehicles with 

multiple pick-up systems could exploit the same charging 

infrastructure on motorways for achieving the 4.1 kWh/mile 

MECR. 

The strategic overview for the CoM proposal for GB has 

revealed a great potential for electrification of the passenger 

road transport system. The development of potential 

approaches coupled with the economic appraisal suggested that 

a nationwide infrastructure of this type is economically feasible. 

The total expenditure to electrify up to 86% of all car-miles in 

the country is around £76 billion which is a similar figure to the 

cost of other national large infrastructure projects. Finally, a 

national CoM infrastructure using IPT charging coils for both 

passenger cars and long-haul road freight vehicles is not 

7 Based on a constant 1.5% increase in annualised savings between the 
numbers calculated for today’s norms and those calculated for 2050.  

8 The GB global carbon footprint is 2% [51] 
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significantly more expensive. Such a charging infrastructure 

could obtain revenue from both cars and lorries. 
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